JIM CLARK RALLY 2019
SPECTATOR INFORMATION
Safety Information
The Rally is a great attraction for the Borders and brings with it large number of spectators.
The event organisers are keen to bring visitors and spectators to Duns and the wider area.
This Safety Information is to inform spectators of the rally and what actions are expected to
maintain a safe event.
The roads that form the Rally stages are formally closed by a “road closure order” for a seven
hour period. This means that it is an offence to be on the road between the road closure
start and finish times. Please give yourself plenty of time to find a location and park safely.
Parking in lay-bys is strictly forbidden and vehicles parked too near the road could jeopardise
the running of the stage and may be removed.
Please remember that in the hour before the first competitor is live on the stage a number
of safety cars, including the Spectator Safety vehicle and the MSUK Safety Delegate will
come through the stage to check it is ready. Be aware that if you or others are in an unsafe
position or continuing to ignore the marshals instructions, the Safety Delegate has the
authority to delay the stage or cancel it. Nobody wants this to happen so please co-operate
with marshals and officials.
After a stage is complete a number of official vehicles including the doctor and rescue crews
follow behind the last competitor. This is not a signal that the road is open. Another vehicle
marked “ROAD OPENING” will follow. This signals that you can use the road again.
Please be aware that as you leave the stage there may be recovery operations underway
that block the road so please be patient.
Please do not bring drones to the rally as their use is expressly prohibited over or near any
part of the event, the stages or service area. Any reports of a drone flying during the event
will be reported to the police and if required the stage itself will be stopped.
Finally, please remember that rally cars can do the unexpected so, for your own safety and
that of others, please:
 Respect the marshals and follow their instructions
 Observe the colour coded tape and all signage
 Where possible use the natural environment to protect yourself
 Don’t walk on the rally stage when the roads are closed
 Stay standing and remain alert

Jim Clark Rally Stages Information
With all our venues we ask that you respect the land owners and put litter in bins or take with you. There
will be toilets and catering facilities available.
Parking charges will vary.

START / FINISH – the Market Square, Duns
At 15.00 on Friday 8th November the first competitor will leave the ceremonial start in the Square in Duns.
The first competitor is due to finish the Friday stages at approximately 16.17. The restart on Saturday 9th
November will be at 10.00 from the Market Square, with the first competitor due back to complete the
event at approximately 16.46 in the Square.

SPECIAL STAGES 1, 4 & 6 – Abbey St Bathans (stage 1 on Friday, 4 & 6 on Saturday)
Abbey is the classic Jim Clark stage, situated 5 miles to the north of Duns. This is a medium to fast stage
using the more technical Whiteadder valley road. Starting on the 2 lane B6355, turning right into the twisty
and dark Burnhouses Dene, then onto the open and very fast moor past the freshair 90 left of “toot” corner
before dropping down into the valley at Abbey St Bathans. The stage follows the valley past the tricky Hogs
Back and the Moon and Star hairpins to finish on the top of the hill looking out into the North Sea. There are
2 spectator areas, Cockburn, access from the South on the B6355 at the road closure point at the stage
start, and Burnhouses, access from the North on the B6355 both are good safe vantage points above the
stage.

SPECIAL STAGES 2, 3, 5 & 7 – Langton (stages 2 & 3 on Friday, 5 & 7 on Saturday)
Langton is a short but very technical stage. it has a large jump over a bridge into a square 90 left a very fast
dip and jump into a slippy bridge followed by the famous watersplash at the popular spectator point, that
then leads into a set of tricky uphill hairpins. Spectators access the stage via a farm track from the A6105
3/4 mile west of Duns. There will be toilet and catering facilities available at this spectator area.

SPECIAL STAGES 8 & 10 – Blackadder
Blackadder is situated 1 mile to the east of Duns. A medium to fast stage including the popular and very
fast and bumpy concrete road. We also have the Mouth Bridge, an old style ornamental hump back bridge
and big jump. The spectator area at Kelloe, a good safe vantage point above the stage. Access is from the
A6105 east of Duns.

SPECIAL STAGES 9 & 11 – Fogo
Fogo is a classic Jim Clark stage, situated 3 miles to the South of Duns. This is a medium to fast stage. This is
a typical Tweed Valley stage following field boundaries therefore quite a few long straights and 90's. A
twisty section takes you down and up a valley side through Marchmont Station and a hairpin right onto a
bridge over the disused railway where there is a spectator area at Ladyﬂat. Access is from the north at
Gavinton. A good safe vantage points above the stage.

PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL ACCESS ROADS ARE KEPT CLEAR
as they may be needed by Rescue Units in case of emergency.
Please drive carefully.

Spectator Area Maps

Fogo

Abbey St Bathans

Access to the spectator area is from Duns,
east on A6105 to Gavinton and follow
spectator arrows.

Access to the spectator area is via Preston
B6355 and follow spectator arrows.
Langton

Access to the spectator area is from Duns,
east on A6105 and follow spectator arrows.

Blackadder

Access to the spectator area is from Duns,
West on A6105 and follow spectator arrows.

